Honda pilot 2005 headlight

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold.
Product Fit. Shop Honda Pilot Headlight. Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Sort by:. Part Number: H
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts that Replacement Headlight - Driver Side. Jan 27, Nice product. Fit perfectly!
Beverly Broadnax. Purchased on Jan 12, Dec 28, Not as good as I would have liked. Mary
Skirka. Purchased on Apr 12, Nov 21, Drivers side. Willie Barrios. Purchased on Nov 14, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights
Fortunately, there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also
some driving habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check
out these tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only
you and your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the
Different Types of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent
lights used in older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights
Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons
why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Eight
problems related to headlights have been reported for the Honda Pilot. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Honda Pilot based on all problems reported for the Pilot. Tl the contact owns a Honda Pilot.
While driving approximately 25 mph, the headlights shut off without warning. The contact called
valley Honda at located at ogden Ave, aurora, IL and was informed that there was no recall. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
failure mileage was approximately , Consumer writes in regards to low beam headlight issue.
The consumer stated the vehicle was diagnosed as having a "poor connection at the wire
harness running up column to switch". The vehicle was repaired. My headlights will not turn on.
Only the high beams and yellow running lights will work. All fuses and bulbs have been
checked by a mechanic. There is documentation on the web about a headlight malfunction and
a recall but when I run the recall check it only comes up with an airbag recall. Can I get some
sort of documentation on this outstanding recall please. The contact owns a Honda Pilot. While
the vehicle was parked and the headlights were activated, smoke appeared behind the steering
wheel. The contact stated that there was an abnormal burning odor when the head lamps were
activated. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the headlights failed
and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired under NHTSA campaign number: 12v
exterior lighting ; however, the repair failed to remedy the vehicle. The failure recurred
numerous times. The contact stated that the headlights were inoperable. While driving 60 mph
at night, the front low beam headlights suddenly failed. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the low beam terminal harness failed and
would need to be repaired. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of
the failure. The failure mileage was , The low-beam headlights simultaneously failed to work and
have not worked since. This was first noticed while driving on the interstate hundreds of miles
from home, and it was necessary to drive with the bright headlights on the rest of the way to the
destination. I was just checking online to find out how I might fix the problem and saw reports
of March 30, that Honda was recalling Pilots for this problem -- obviously Honda needs to recall
the Pilots also! I will be contacting the dealer to have them fix this problem on my vehicle for no
charge. My low beam passenger headlight socket melted resulting in the headlight to become
inoperative. It has significantly reduced my visibility and increased the risk of a crash. Despite
the fact that the same parts are also used in and Honda Pilots, these model years are not
included in the recall for some unknown reason. Based on the number of complaints regarding
this issue, it appears to be a common issue with and Honda Pilot owners. Please revise the
recall provided above to also include and model years as well. The contact stated that the low
beam headlights failed and were no longer operable. The vehicle was not taken to have the
failure diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure, but offered no
assistance. The failure and current mileages were , Car Problems. Headlights problem 1.
Headlights problem 2. Headlights problem 3. Headlights problem 4. Headlights problem 5.
Headlights problem 6. Headlights problem 7. Headlights problem 8. Other Exterior Lighting
related problems of the Honda Pilot. Exterior Lighting problems Exterior Lighting problems.

Headlight Switch problems. Is it time to move on? If the terminal ends melt within the wiring
harness connector, the low beam headlights may become inoperative, reducing driver visibility
and increasing the risk of a crash. Exterior Lighting â€” Headlights â€” Switch Summary Honda
is recalling certain model year through CR-V; model year through Pilot; and model year and
civic vehicles. In March , Honda filed a defect report to recall certain model year through CR-V
and certain model year Pilot vehicles. In August , Honda informed the Agency that it was
including an additional , vehicles including certain model year and Pilot and model year and
civics. The total number of vehicles being recalled is now 1,, Due to tension from the
combination switch wiring harness, wear on the surface of the electrical terminal can occur,
yielding copper oxide, which increases electrical resistance. Increased electrical resistance may
cause the terminal ends to melt within the wiring harness connector. Actions Honda will notify
owners, and dealers will repair the low beam terminal harness or replace the lighting switch as
necessary, free of charge. The original recall began in April Owners of vehicles involved in the
September expansion will be notified in September Owners may contact Honda customer
service at Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. An E-Gift card is the fastest way to send a gift card amount immediately to your
recipient's email address provided below. The recipient will receive an email upon your order
completion with the information you provided along with an active gift card number for the
amount chosen that they can use for future purchases on WeatherTech. LampGard is made of a
high-performance polyurethane film that is virtually invisible and applies directly to the lamp
surface. Its built-in ultraviolet inhibitors prevent the material from discoloring, and its
self-healing technology delivers unsurpassed scratch resistance. LampGard is available for
most vehicle makes and models and is designed to precisely fit your specific Honda Pilot.
Protect your lights from scratching, pitting and staining with the WeatherTech LampGard.
WeatherTech recommends professional installation, but LampGard comes with easy-to-follow
instructions and applies to headlamps, fog lamps, turn indicators and parking lights when
applicable to protect them from scratching and pitting. LampGard is available for many vehicle
makes and models. WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our products will be free from any
defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original purchaser and only for the
original vehicle they were installed in. That does not mean that a product that simply and
naturally wears out from normal use is a candidate for a warranty replacement or a refund. Like
tires, brake pads or the shoes on your feet, everything wears out and when it does, that does
not mean you did not receive good value for your money. We are reasonable people and we
believe in true customer satisfaction. We will work with you for a fair resolution to any issue you
may have. Fair is defined as being fair to both you the customer and to WeatherTech. We do not
charge extra for our products to our vast majority of customers so we can accommodate
ridiculous warranty claims by the few. Our decision is final and will consist of either
replacement of your product at no charge or charge you a prorated amount for a replacement,
meaning we may extend a discount to you to purchase an exact replacement. Our goal is to
keep our customers happy for a lifetime and always reach a fair resolution to any issue. Proof of
purchase is required. Exclusions to this warranty include wear due to severe abrasive
conditions, chemical contamination, such as spilled gasoline, bleach, vehicle accidents,
misuse, abuse, incorrect installation, incorrect use, etc. Continue Shopping. View Accessible
Videos. Share Facebook Twitter Pintrest. Vehicle: Honda Pilot. Edit Vehicle. Part Number: LG
Vehicle Options: Edit Options. Please Note:. Step 1 - Select your coverage area Headlight Kit.
Message: characters remaining. Purchase more than one and additional quantities ship for
FREE. Sorry, this product is unavailable. Click HERE to sign up to know when new products
become available. Login to view price and order. Please Note, read. Installation WeatherTech
recommends professional installation, but LampGard comes with easy-to-follow instructions
and applies to headlamps, fog lamps, turn indicators and parking lights when applicable to
protect them from scratching and pitting. Return to Videos tab Videos. Return to Lifetime
Limited Warranty tab Lifetime Limited Warranty Lifetime Limited Warranty WeatherTech Direct,
LLC warrants that our products will be free from any defects in materials and workmanship for
the life of the original purchaser and only for the original vehicle they were installed in. Return
to Testimonials tab Reviews. Is this product Car Wash safe? When properly installed, you can
safely enter a car wash. Does the LampGard kit include the Fog Lamps? Depending on the year,
make, and model of your vehicle, some kits may include the Fog Lamps. A fit note will be listed
on our website if the model does include the Fog Lamps. How does LampGard curve over the
headlamp? It may seem as though there is excess material around the edges. This is completely
normal and is no cause for concern. Keep the material warm and continue making short
squeegee strokes from the center outward, gradually working toward the edge of the lens. When
working toward the edge, spread the excess material out rather than working it all into one spot.

Once the excess is properly spread about the perimeter of the LampGard, the material will
easily lay flat on the lens. We recommend that you seek professional assistance if you are
continuing to have installation issues. Will the bubbles go away? Use the supplied squeegee to
force the excess alcohol solution and air bubbles out to the edges of the LampGard. Over time,
remaining air bubbles will disappear. I have installed the LampGard kit on my headlights and
they looked fine, but now they look foggy. Did I do something wrong? When using the wet
application technique, this is normal. The water vapor that is produced results in a hazy
appearance for several days. The haze will clear as the vapor dissipates. Is it best to apply the
LampGard kit to the lenses wet or dry? In most cases, we have found that the wet installation
yields the best-looking installation. On larger headlamp pieces, the wet installation method is
recommended as bubbles and improper alignment of the material are far less likely. On smaller
pieces, such as fog lamps, the dry installation method is sometimes easier. This is especially
the case if the lamp is spherical in shape. The lights on my car are heavily contoured. Is your kit
hard to install on this type of light or should I have them professionally installed? Our
LampGard material is extremely pliable and can easily be contoured over dome shaped
surfaces. Professional installation should not be necessary provided that you follow the
instructions closely. What if I want to remove the LampGard kit at a later date? The removal
process is simply a matter of warming the plastic, and peeling the LampGard away from the
surface of the headlamp. It may require significant pressure to pull the plastic away from the
headlamp, but normally the LampGards peel off without any residue left on the lens. If any
adhesive remains on the surface of the headlamp, it can be removed by rubbing the excess
adhesive with your thumb. Does the LampGard HeadLight kit cover both driver and passenger
sides? LampGard Headlight kits include protection for both the Driver and Passenger sides of
the vehicle. Back to Top. Related Products for. View All Related Products. You are now leaving
WeatherTech. Replace your busted Honda Pilot headlight to avoid road accidents at night. Good
thing you can order a replacement from the comfort of your own home by shopping here at
CarParts. Our wide selection of aftermarket headlights are easy to install and come with a
guaranteed fit. All products are on hand and ready to ship to your doorstep in a matter of days.
Shop now, and order your new headlights today. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda Pilot Headligh
astra remote start manual
ebay 2005
ford focus blower motor removal
t. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light Source.
Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Honda Pilot Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 44 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Part Number: H Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 44 results. Honda Pilot Headlight Customer Reviews. Feb 13,
Headlights for 09 Honda Pilot. Great fit, look and installation. Charles Zieger. Purchased on Jan
25, Jan 27, Fit perfect easy to install. Greg Daggett. Purchased on Jan 17, Dec 27, Fit like the
original. Ron Thornton. Purchased on Dec 15, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Why
are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create unsafe conditions
on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other drivers as well.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

